
 

Due to business expansion we are looking for young and motivated people from FON faculty who 

would join our team for a: 

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT TRAINEE  m/f  

Project management sector 
 

Location: Bosch plant in Šimanovci (Pećinci municipality)  

About the Bosch: 

Our vision  

Our vision “Creating value – sharing values” stands for our corporate goal. We strive to create value 

with innovative, beneficial products. This will ensure our sustained success so we can retain our 

entrepreneurial freedom and financial independence – which in turn allow us to act according to our 

passion and to take on social and environmental responsibilities. 

Our mission  

The Bosch name stands for innovative technology and quality. As market leader, Bosch Group is 

responsible for selling innovative products throughout the world. With our competence we set new 

standards in the industry! Together with you we want to maintain our leading position and also in 

economic terms to continue to set new standards. 



Human resources development: 

The progress of our company is supported by systematic and consistent human resources work. This 

work ensures that our associates receive the best possible preparation for future requirements. Our 

internal associate training system and corporate culture help us in achieving that.  

Your profile:  

We are looking for a candidate who is at the final year of academic or master studies or has recently 

graduated. Candidate we are looking for should be/have: 

 Proactive, driven and with high attention to details  

 Excellent problem solving skills 

 Very good Excel skills 

 Reliability and ability to work in team 

 Good knowledge of English language 

 Knowledge of SAP will be advantage 

Preferred field of study is project management, operations management or comparable field of study. 

Your duties: 

Candidate would be expected to support department in everyday tasks, some of which are: 

 Prepare statistical evaluation  

 Support logistical material planning and process engineering 

 Prepare management reports 

 Launch and change management coordination operations 

 Helping engineers and planners in their daily tasks 

 Other tasks given by mentors 

Traineeship@BOSCH offers: 

Our Bosch Trainee programs offer invaluable, practical work experience to our students. Not only do 

they receive first-hand experience in their field of study, but they also have an opportunity to participate 

in several areas of the business environment. This assignments can also lead to full-time employment 

opportunities upon the student’s graduation, depending on the student's performance and business needs.  

 

Our goal is for this to be a challenging and rewarding work experience for the students! It's a win-win 

situation for both parties. 

Make it happen. Apply now. 

If you believe you are the right candidate, please send your CV in English no later than April 1st 2016 

to HR.Serbia@bosch.com with remark in mail subject: Trainee in project management sector. 

Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted. 

Our website www.bosch.rs 
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